
The Fantini Group was founded in the heart of the Mediterranean, in 1994, in the small town of
Ortona in Abruzzo. A corner of Abruzzo where the hills touch the sea and the Majella creates a
splendid setting on the landscape. This is where we began to write the first pages of our history
and in a few years has allowed us to extend our presence in six other regions: Puglia, Basilicata,
Campania, Sicily, Sardinia and Tuscany. Thus becoming the largest Boutique Winery in Italy.

This itinerary is to help guide you to discover our roots, our land, in a region with a thousand
faces and colors to help you discover through our wines. 

FANTINI CLASSIC

A taste Itinerary made for those who are approaching the Fantini world and its wines for 
the first time. 
The Itinerary includes three tastings divided as follows:
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines of the Fantini Classic line

FANTINI COLLECTION

A taste Itinerary for wine lovers who want to get to know and improve their knowledge of the
Fantini world through a complete wine journey. 
The tasting includes four tastings divided as follows:
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines of the Fantini Classic line 
▶ One wine of the Fantini Silver line

FANTINI SIGNATURE

A true immersion in the Fantini philosophy. This route becomes the ideal setting to discover the
most iconic wines of our winery, an experience that true wine lovers will not be able to give up. 
The tasting includes four tastings of our Premium collection, divided as follows:
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines of the Fantini Silver line
▶ One wine of the Fantini Signature line

MORE INFO

All tastings are accompanied by a selection of local meats and cheeses.
Please report any intolerances and/or allergies.
The tastings, have a duration of about 60 minutes and are usually held at "La Vecchia Cantina"
from 04:00 to 07:00 pm and must be finished by 08:00 pm. 
Prices are per person and refer to the year 2023.

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER ABRUZZO
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The Fantini Group was founded in the heart of the Mediterranean, in the small town of Ortona
in Abruzzo, in 1994. Thanks to its will to be the key players in the rebirth of wine in Southern Italy,
in only a few years, Fantini has spread to other six regions: Puglia, Basilicata, Campania, Sicily,
Sardinia and Tuscany. Thus becoming the largest Boutique Winery in Italy.
This itinerary is made to help you live a journey through our regions, tasting our wines and
making you live a unique and evocative experience.
Choose your favorite tour, decide which regions you want to visit and enjoy the trip.
 

COMFORT TOUR

An itinerary designed for those who are approaching our world for the first time and are curious
to discover the great potential of Central-South Italy. 
The tasting includes three tastings divided as follows:
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines to choose from the Classic line of the selected region 

EXPERIENCE TOUR

An itinerary designed for travel who want to discover the native vines of each region. 
The tasting includes four tastings of various regions divided as follows:
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines to choose from the Classic line of the selected region
▶ A wine selected from the Silver line of the selected region

DELUXE TOUR

A real immersion into our production philosophy. This route becomes the ideal setting for a
journey to discover the most iconic wines of our cellars.
The tasting includes four tastings of our Premium collection, divided as follows:. 
▶ Gran Cuveé White or Rosè Swarovski
▶ Two wines to choose from the Silver line of the selected region
▶ A wine selected from the Signature line of the selected region

MORE INFO

All tastings are accompanied by a selection of local meats and cheeses.
Please report any intolerances and/or allergies.
The tastings, have a duration of about 60 minutes and are usually held at "La Vecchia Cantina"
from 04:00 to 07:00 pm and must be finished by 08:00 pm. 
Prices are per person and refer to the year 2023.

 

TRAVELING TO THE SOUTH
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